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Use this page to make a written record of Exception Strings.
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The Video Serial Interface (VSI) allows characters to be inserted into any video source via an RS-232 link. This allows computers, cash registers, ATM's and any RS-232 communicating device to
display alphanumerics in the video picture of a CCTV system. Simple
front panel push-buttons allow the user to select position and gray scale
of the inserted text as well as RS-232 commands.
Whether used with a cash register providing real time data on
a RS-232 port or tapping off a serial printer, the VSI is a valuable tool
in loss prevention. When used in conjunction with the American Video
Equipment Parallel to Serial converter (P2RS), the VSI can be connected to any computer printer port for a video display of what the
printer is outputting. The VSI can be used to trigger switchers, Time
Lapse VCR's or other alarming devices.
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2. FEATURES

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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45 Register Selection.
Programmable Time-Stamp on Exception Output.
Universal time/date format.
100 lines Exception History Buffer.
16 Triggered Text associated with 16 alarms.
Larger data buffers for input/output to accommodate
newer, faster registers.
2 built-in Alarm Outputs.
Powerful Data Filtering Algorithms.
Easy On-screen Menu driven Setup and Programming.
Auto Baud Rate Detection.
24 Field Programmable Exceptions with Numeric
Range.
On-screen Flagging of Exceptions with Asterisk or
Reverse text.
Programmable Alarm Outputs.
Alarm Input for Drawer Open, Safe Open, etc.
Serial Output of all data or Exceptions to Printers,
Computers, or Modems
Programmable Delayed Screen Blanking.
Choice of 1 to 9 lines displayed on-screen.
On-screen Titler up to 20 Characters and up to 10
Character sizes.
Gray Scale and Border Selection from front panel
Built-in Test Mode
Built-in Cash Register Demo
Upload/Download Programming to a PC or another
VSI-Pro
Data captured either to the memory or to the port
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General Policies Effective 1998

3. CONNECTION

Freight Policy
Products and Prices are shipped F.O.B. Houston, Texas.

Refused Shipments
All refused shipments will be subject to a 15% restocking fee and
freight charges.

Shipping and Return Policy and Procedure
We are fully inspected our products to insure quality and carefully
packed for delivery to you in good condition. In case that you are
not satisfied with our products and must return them, please follow
our Return Policy and Procedure.
•
•
•
•
•
•

No return is accepted after 30 days from the date of purchase.
Products returned for credit must be in unused condition and
contained in its orignal package.
All return other than the products under the AVE manufacture
warranty are subjected to 15% restocking and freight charges.
Call our customer service toll free number to obtain the RMA
number (Return Material Authorization) prior to the shipment
of the product to return.
The RMA number must be clearly displayed on all the shipping
labels.
The RMA number is VALID ONLY FOR 15 DAYS from the
issued date.

The VSI-Pro will overlay the characters on any input video
source. The video input can be virtually any base band or composite video source. The VSI-Pro will accept NTSC, RS-170, RS-330,
CCIR, PAL or SECAM video formats.
The Video input to the VSI-Pro is a standard BNC connector,
terminated at 75 ohms.
NOTE: The input video level must be 1V Peak to Peak. If this level is not maintained
within +/- 20%, the VSI-Pro will have difficulty locking the character display
over the input video source.

After completing the interface installation as described in
the separate Installation Guide for your specific Cash Register, Computer, Radar Gun or other serial device. Connect the video input
source to the video input BNC on the rear of the VSI-Pro. The BNC
video output goes out to the video system (VCR, Quad, switcher,
Multiplexer, or monitor). This connection is shown in figure 1. The
video output from the VSI-Pro is 1V Peak to Peak into a 75 ohm
load. Most monitors or televisions with direct video inputs are terminated with a 75 ohm load. If the monitor is not terminated, the
VSI-Pro will output 2V Peak to Peak.
Note: The VSI-Pro will not enter the programming mode unless it is connected
to a video source.

NOTE: The RMA number is required for all returned products, i.e. warranty and
non-warranty products for services and repair.
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Included with the VSI-Pro is a 9 V @300 [mA] UL/CSA power
supply which must be plugged into the POWER Input on the VSIPro’s real panel.
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CONNECTION

HARD Alarm OUTPUT

DB-9 (F)
P1

VIDEO OUT

VIDEO IN

FIGURE 1: VSI-Pro Connections

Table 1 :Pin-out of the DB-9 connector on the VSI-Pro
PI N #

FUN CTI O N

D I R EC TI O N

1

Alarm O ut 1

O pen Drain

2

Recive Data

To VSI- Pro

3

Transmit Data

From VSI- Pro

4

DTR

From VSI- Pro (Remain High)

5

Ground

6

DSR

Fom VSI- Pro (Stay High)

7

RTS

To VSI- Pro

8

CTS

From VSI- Pro

9

Alarm O ut 2

O pen Drain

13
25
12
24
11
23
10
22
9
21
8
20
7
19
6
18
5
17
4
16
3
15
2
14
1

0-12 V D C
0-12 V D C
A LM3
A LM2
A LM4
A LM6
A LM7
A LM5
A LM8
A LM11
A LM9
A LM10
GR OUN D
A LM16
A LM14
A LM13
A LM15
NC
A LM1 (TTL C O MP A TI A B L E )
A LM12 (TTL C O MP A TI A B LE )
NC
NC
NC
GR OUN D
GR OUN D

D B 2 5M

FIGURE 2B: VSI-PRO +16 DB 25 IN OUT
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HARD ALARM OUTPUT

CONNECTION

The VSI-Proprovides two open collector transistor alarm outputs to trigger alarming devices. Upon an Exception, a VSI-Pro can
be programmed to trigger a VCR to go to its fastest record time, have
a Quad go full screen, home a switcher, trigger a preprogrammed
PTZ, or provide visual or audible alarms. VSI-Pro provides two
alaram output and VSI-Pro 16 provides 16 alarm outputs.

3.1 RS232 SERIAL INPUT
The VSI-Pro accept serial data via DB-9 female connector located on the rear of VSI-Pro. This Connector is similar to “AT” type
computer RS232 serial ports and the pin out is identical. Table 1
shows the standard pin out for VSI-Pro RS-232 female connector.
On the other hand Table 2 compares the VSI-Pro RS-232 with standard “AT” computer’s RS-232 connector

Following are some basic circuit designs to take advantage of
Alarm Output option of your VSI-PRo.
12 [ v ]

Table 2: RS 232DB9 pin out vs VSI-Pro DB 9 Pin out

5 [v ]
1k
R ES
10 k
R ES

LE D

PIN #

SIGNAL NAME (RS 232)

VSI- PRO

1

CD (Carrier Detect)

Alarm Out 1

2

RxD (Recieve Data)

RxD

3

TxD (Transmit Data)

TxD

4

DTR (Data Terminal Ready)

Always True

5

SG (Signal Control)

GND

6

DSR (Data Set Ready)

Always True

7

RTS (Request to Send)

CTS (Optional)

8

CTS (Clear to Send)

RTS (Optional)

9

RI (Ring Indicator)

Alaram Out 2

LE D

A LA R A M O U P U T

A LA R M O U TP U T

INTERNAL
To
VSI-PRO

INTERNAL
To
VSI-PRO

TTL

5 [v ]

A LA R M O U TP U T

INTERNAL
To
VSI-PRO
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RELAY
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4. PROGRAMMING
The VSI-Pro is programmed by pressing and releasing specific
combinations of the four front panel push-buttons. Via these four

APPENDIX D
Hard Alarm Output
Figure 2: Four Front Pannel Push Buttons of VSI-Pro

simple buttons, all of the powerful programming features of the Text
Inserter are available. A video source and a monitor must be connected in order to see the programming menus.

4.1 FRONT CONTORL PANEL
The front panel controls are provided to allow simple changing
of the display’s vertical and horizontal position and the gray scale or
border. This eliminates the need of the user to enter the main menu
and inadvertently change important programming setups.
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PC Base Cash Register

PROGRAMMING
Changing the Gray scale

There are myriad of PC based systems out there which do
not appear on the AVE Cash Register Compatibility list. Most of
PC base cash registers that are not included in the AVE’s Cash
Registers compatibility list can interface to VSI-Pro. To find compatibility of cash register we need to determine following:
If the Cash Register using a stand alone receipt printer.
If “YES” then if it is a serial printer.
If “No” then if it is a Parallel printer.

If your printer is connected to a serial port then you can
interface the VSI-Pro by using Com1 or com2 cable listed in the
appendix B.
VSI-Pro can also interface with parallel printer ,if a high
speed parallel to serial converter is connected either with cash
register or with the printer. You can also use AVE’s high speed
serial to parallel converter “P2RS” for interfacing VSI-Pro to the
parallel port. Figure 1a shows AVE’s high speed P2RS converter.

Down

Up

Set

Reset

1) Press and hold the “Down” button
2) Press and release the “Reset” button
3) Release the “Down” button
4) Press “Down” or “Up” to select the Gray scale
5) When choice is made, press and release the “Reset” button

Changing the Horizontal Position
Down

Up

Set

Reset

1) Press and hold the “Up” button
2) Press and release the “Reset” button
3) Release the “Up” button
4) Press “Down” or “Up” to move the text block
5) When choice is made, press and release the “Reset” button

Changing the Vertical Position
Down

Figure 1a. P2RS Parallel to Serise Converter
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Up

Set

Reset

1) Press and hold the “Se”t button
2) Press and release the “Reset” button
3) Release the “Set” button
4) Press “Down” or “Up” to move the text block
5) When choice is made, press and release the “Reset” button
11

PROGRAMMING
4.2 GETTING STARTED
To access the main menu of the VSI-Pro, simultaneously hold
down the “DOWN” & “UP” buttons and press & release the “RESET” button and then release the “DOWN” & “UP” buttons. This
will take you to the main programming menu as appeared in the figure 3. To navigate through this menu, simply use the “DOWN” &
“UP” buttons to position the arrow in front of the desired function,
then press “SET” to access that section.
If you have difficulty entering the Main Menu, try the following
procedure exactly: With your left thumb lightly press and hold in
the 3 buttons to the left (Up, Down, & Set). While holding down
these buttons, press and release the Reset button with your right thumb.
Then release the other buttons.

APPENDIX C
PC Base Cash Registers

Note: If a sub menu has an "EXIT" selection, always go there and press
"SET". Pressing "RESET" at the main menu exits you from the program-

4.3 MAIN PROGRAMMING MENU
Following is a detailed description of the Menu selections
and the programming capabilities of the VSI-Pro.
REGISTER SELECT
SCREEN SETUP
TEXT DISPLAY
COMMUNICATION
EXCEPTION REPORT
ALARAM OUTPUT
TEST/ DEMO MODE
DWN/ UP LOAD SETUP
HELP

Figure 3: VSI-Pro main menu
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PROGRAMMING
4.3.1 REGISTER SELECT
To select a specific register place the arrow cursor in front of
“REGISTER SELECT “ of the “MAIN MENU” and press and release “SET” button. The “REGISTER SELECT” will bring up a
sub-menu consisting of registers shown in the Table 3. You can go
to the next or previous page by placing the cursor in front of “NEXT”
or “PREVIOUS “and then press and release “SET” button. To select desired register place the cursor in front of that register and then
again press and release the “SET” button. After selecting the register, exit out of “ REGISTER SELECT” menu by placing cursor in
front of exit and then press and release “SET’ button In the main
menu press and release “RESET” button to activate the programing
for that specific register. Register Select menu automatically formats the VSI-Pro to match your register’s communications settings
However, if you need to change these settings, you can do so through
the “COMMUNICATIONS” menu described later in this manual.
NOTE: Whenever you select a register in this menu certain programming
features are reset to the default settings. Always set the register selection
first, get data on-screen, then proceed with additional programming.
TABLE 3: VSI-Pro register Menu
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R E G I ST E R

M O D EL

SPECI AL M O D

GEN ERIC

X

X

ADDRESSABLE VSI

X

PASSIVE TAP

PC CO M1,2,3,4

X

X

DELTA SO N O 3.1

X

X

DRESSER WAYN E

X

X

EDACO M 90

X

X

ELCA

X

G2 MO D

FUJITSU 9920

X

X

GASBO Y

X

RS- 485
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PROGRAMMING
TABLE 3 : Continued
REGISTERS

MO DEL

GILBARC O

PC G- SITE

SPEC IAL MO D
X

GILBARC O

TC R G/2

G2 MO D

GILBARC O

TC R 15 (O LD)

SPEC IAL MO D

IBM

3151 TERMIN AL

X

IBM

RDS

X

MEM5

X

X

MIC RELEC

MASTER SERISE

X

9500

X

MIC RO PO S

X

X

MIC RO MAX

X

X

MIC RO S

LO C AL VSS

MAX232 O R MO D
485

IDN N ETWO RK

MIC RO S MO D

ISN N ETWO RK

MIC RO S MO D

NCR

2113,3000

N C R 2113 MO D

N IXDO R

BEETLE

X

N O RAN D

1200

X

PAN ASO N IC

5000

X

7000

X

8000

X

PO LE DISPLAY

X

X

SHARP

3100,3110

X

3220,3221,3250

X

A- 460,A- 470

X

A- 550,A- 570

X

A- 610,A- 650

X

A- 750

X

SIC O M

X

MO D 485

SUN TRO N IC

890,891,960

X

2000

X

SWEDA

54XX

X

SWIN TEC

2250

X

TC I

X

X

UN ITO UC H

DSP 800

X

UN IWELL

UN 4025

X

VERIFO N E

X

X

VSI- DRSX

X

X

NOTE: As we continually add new registers, these menus are
subject to change.
Note: See the Appendix B for the cable or triport pinout for all
above registers.
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PROGRAMMING
4.3.2 SCREEN SETUP
Place the arrow cursor in front of SCREEN SETUP and press
and release “SET”. Screen set up menu will appears on the monitor as shown in figure 4.
. CHARACTER SIZE
. BORDER/ GRAY SCALE
. HORIZONTAL POS
. VERTICAL POS
. CLOCK
. ONSCREEN TITLER
. EXIT
FIGURE 4: VSI-Pro screen set up menu

Character Size
To change the size of the characters on the screen, position the
arrow cursor in front of “ CHARACTER SIZE” and press and release “SET”. A grid of character blocks will appear on the screen.
Use “UP” or “DOWN" buttons to cycle through the selections. There
are 10 character sizes to choose from. The character block is 9 lines
by 20 characters for a total of 180 characters displayed on screen,
however choosing a larger display size may not display all characters
on screen. If the screen skews during this setup mode, this is normal.
Large characters off screen will effect most monitors this way.
Border Gray Scale
To change the display border and/or the gray scale of the text on
screen, position the arrow cursor in front of “BORDER/GRAY
SCALE” and press and release “SET”. Cycle through the selections
by pressing the “UP” or “DOWN” buttons. There are 10 settings to
choose from. Make your selection and press and release “SET” to
return to the main menu.
70
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PROGRAMMING
Horizontal Position
To change the horizontal position of the inserted text on-screen,
position the arrow in front of “HORIZONTAL POS” and press “SET”.
Press the “UP” or “DOWN” buttons to move the text to the desired
horizontal position.
Vertical Position
To change the vertical position of the inserted text on-screen,
position the arrow in front of “VERTICAL POS” and press “SET”.
Press the “UP” or “DOWN” buttons to move the text to the desired
vertical position.
Clock
To program the clock's functions, set the SCREEN SETUP/
CLOCK entry, the menu shown in figure 5 appears on screen.

APPENDIX C
Pinout For Standard Connectors

T/D DISPLAY
ON
TIME FM
12 HOUR
DATE FMT
MM/DD/YY
SET TIME/DATE
RESET
TIME/DATE
T/D LOCKING
ON/OFF
EXIT

FIGURE 5: Clock Display menu
T/D display is to turn the TIME/DATE display ON or OFF.
TIME FMT selects either 12 or 24 hour display with AM/PM.
DATE/FMT chooses one of the three available formats. mm/dd/yy or
dd/mm/yy or yy/mm/dd
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PROGRAMMING
RESET TIME /DATE resets the clock to the default value.
T/D LOCKING turns the time/date locking on/off.
If the T/D Locking is turned on, make sure that the time format selected is
the same as the register’s time/date format. If the T/D LOCKING is turned
on, the VSI-Pro will monitor the incoming data string. If it finds a valid
time and date in one or two consecutive lines, it will set the clock to whatever time/date it finds. A valid time has the following formats:

hh:mm, hh:mm:ss
hh:mm AM, hh:mm:ss AM
hh:mm PM, hh:mm:ss PM
where hh is a number between 0 and 12 (24 if either AM or PM not present).
A valid date has the same format as for date display and has either '/ ' ' or
'-" as separator.

On Screen Titler
Place the arrow in front of “ON SCREEN TITLER” and press
and release “SET”. A sub-menu similar to figure 6 will be appears
on monitor.

. TITLER
.TITLE
. EXIT

OFF

FIGURE 6: ON SCREEN TITLER SUB MENU
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PROGRAMMING

TRIPORT AND ADAPTER CABLE

Titler
To change the status of the on-screen titler, position the arrow in
front of “TITLER” and press “SET”. The arrow will start flashing.
Select either “ON” or “OFF” by pressing “UP” or “DOWN” button.
After making selection press and release “SET” button, this will return the arrow to the non-flashing mode. Now selct Exit to exit from
titler sub-menu
Title
The VSI-Pro gives you the option of a 20 Character display for
easy register identification in addition to the actual register transaction data.
To create a title, position the arrow in front of “TITLE” and
press and release “SET”. You will see a row of 20 boxes and the first
box will by flashing.
To change the character in the first position, press the “UP” or
“DOWN” buttons to cycle through the alphanumeric selections from
the following list of available characters:

RJ 45

DB 9

1

2

2

3

3

8

4

7

5

4

6

5

7

4

8

6

VSI DRS
Cable: Contract factory

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
0123456789*-+.,:'=!?&][

The solid white box is used for a blank space. Make your selection and press and release “SET”. This will advance to the next block,
repeat until you have entered the desired title. When finished, simultaneously press and release the “DOWN” & “UP” buttons to
enter your title into memory. The white boxes will disappear and
your title will be displayed as it will appear on screen. To return to
the sub-menu and continue programming place the arrow in front of
exit and press and release “SET”.
Note: Remember, enabling the TITLE will limit text insertions to 8 lines
maximum.
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PROGRAMMING

TRIPORT AND ADAPTER CABLE

Exit
Place the arrow in front of the “EXIT” and press and release
“SET” button to return to the main menu.
4.3.3 TEXT DISPLAY
DB 25 (F)

DB9(M)

3

2

7

5

This menu will give you more control over the actual text block
formatting and its appearance on the screen. To access the menu
position the arrow in front of “TEXT DISPLAY” and press and release “SET”. Sub-menu similar to the Figure 7 will be appear on the
screen.

Unitouch

. SCREEN BLANK
. DISPLAY LINES
. TRUNCATE
. LINE COMPRESS
. LEFT JUSTIFIED
. SCROLL DELAY
. DISPLAY
. EXIT

Cable : Consult Factory

Verifone
cable: Micromax,

20
9
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
ON

FIGURE 7: Text Display Sub-menu
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DB 25 (F)

DB9(M)

3

2

7

5

Screen Blank
This is the amount of time that the VSI-Pro text display will
remain on-screen after a transaction before blanking itself off (not
the video picture, just the register transaction data) until the next transaction. The choices are (in seconds): NONE, 6, 12, 20, 30, 60, 120,
180, 300.
To change the “SCREEN BLANK” setting, place the arrow in
front of SCREEN BLANK and press “SET”. The arrow will begin
flashing. Now, by pressing the “UP” or “DOWN” buttons, you can
cycle through the selections. Press and release “SET” when the desired time is displayed. The arrow stops flashing and you may continue programming.
19

PROGRAMMING

TRIPORT AND ADAPTER CABLE

NOTE: Choosing “NONE” means No Blanking. The VSI-Pro will display the last
transaction until a new transaction is performed.

DB 9 (F)

DB 9 (M)

2

3

3

2

5

5

Display Lines
You have the choice of how many lines of text to display onscreen for register transactions. The choices are upto 9 lines.
To change the “DISPLAY LINES” setting, place the arrow in
front of DISPLAY LINES and press “SET”. The arrow will begin
flashing. Now, by pressing the “UP” or “DOWN” buttons, you can
cycle through the selections. Press “SET” when the desired number
is displayed. The arrow stops flashing and you may continue programming.

7,6
1,4,8

SiCom
Cable : cable Sicom

NOTE: All register transaction data will scroll up regardless of the number of
lines you choose to display on-screen and the more lines you display on-screen,
the greater the amount of time that the transaction data will be recorded. However,
some applications may limit the number of lines and the size of the on-screen
display. Note: If you are using an on-screen title, it will occupy Line 1, leaving 8
lines for the text insertion.

Truncate
Truncate can be either “ON” or “OFF”. If “TRUNCATE” is
ON, then all text over 20 characters will be chopped off. If TRUNCATE is “OFF” then text will be wrapped to the next line. Position
the arrow in front of TRUNCATE and press and release “SET”; the
arrow will start flashing. Cycle between ON & OFF by pressing
either the “UP” or “DOWN” buttons. After making your choice and
it is displayed, press and release “SET”. The arrow will stop flashing
and you can continue programming your VSI-Pro.

RJ 45

DB9(M)

7

2

3

3

Suntronic
Cable: Consult factory

Sweda
Cable: Consult factory

SwinTec
Cable: Contract Factory

TCI
Cable: Micromax
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Sharp 3110, 3100

Line Compress
NOTE: Set your Exceptions first, before enabling this feature.

DB 9

DB9(M)

5

5

2

2

The VSI-Pro automatically compresses the spaces in a line first
as it reaches 20 characters. With LINE COMPRESS “ON” the VSIPro will additionally remove multiple spaces and vowels from the
text to further compress the display as necessary.
To make this selection, position the arrow in front of “LINE
COMPRESS” and press and release “SET”; the arrow will start flashing. Cycle through “ON” or “OFF” by pressing either the “UP” or
“DOWN” buttons, and press and release “SET” when your choice is
displayed. The arrow will stop flashing, and you can continue programming.

Sharp 3220

Left Justification
When “LEFT JUSTIFIED” is on, the VSI-Pro will start each
line of text with no leading spaces from the left margin of the text
display block.
DB 25

DB 9

2

2

3

3

7

5

4,5
6,8,20

Sharp A-460, A-470, A550, A-570, A610, A650
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Scroll Delay
Scroll delay ensures that lines of text remain on screen a minimum of 0.5 seconds. This is specially useful with registers that run
at a high Baud Rate or Time-lapse VCRs in extended record modes,
switchers, or multiplexers. Sometimes, the register can produce characters so quickly that they can scroll up too fast on the screen to be
recorded. When “SCROLL DELAY” is “ON”, the VSI-Pro slows
down this data feed just enough to insure that each line of text is
recorded.
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The choices for “SCROLL DELAY” are either “ON” or “OFF”.
To make this selection, position the arrow in front of “SCROLL DELAY” and press and release “SET”. The arrow will start flashing.
Cycle through “ON” or “OFF” by pressing either the “UP” or
“DOWN” buttons, then press and release “SET” when your choice is
displayed. The arrow will stop flashing, and you can continue programming.

TRIPORT AND ADAPTER CABLE

Panasonic
Cable: micromax cable

NOTE: At high Baud Rates and Scroll Delay on the internal buffer of theVSI-Pro
may overflow. This will cause lost text. The internal buffer can hold up to 20K
characters before overflowing.

Display
You have the choice to globally turn on or off the complete VSIPro text insertion function. This means no data will be visible on the
monitor if you select “DISPLAY” off. However, if you select the
“DISPLAY” off, you can still command each exception independently
to either display on-screen or not, through its program setup menu
under “EXCEPTION REPORTS”. You may also choose to enable
an alarm output to occur during an exception while not displaying
the exception data through the program setup in the "ALARM OUTPUTS" menu. With the display “OFF” , the VSI-Pro will still perform all functions as programmed, for example; exception reporting
will still function, but the information will not appear on screen unless programmed to do so in the "EXCEPTIONS REPORT" menu.
Exit
Place the arrow here and press and release “SET” to return to
the VSI-Pro Main Menu.
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DB 25 (F)

DB9(M)

3

2

7

5

Pole Display
Cable: PC Com 2

DB 25 (F)

DB9(M)

2

2

7

5
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4.3.4 COMMUNICATION

NCR 2113, 3000
cable: Consult factory

This was discussed briefly in the section under “REGISTER
SELECT” and will be fully explained here. When you choose your
register type under the “REGISTER SELECT” menu, this automatically formats the VSI-Pro to the appropriate settings needed to communicate with your register. There may be times when you will need
to amend these settings for a specific register.

Nixdof Beetle
Cable: Consult factory

Norand
Cable: Cable Norand

To access the “COMMUNICATIONS” menu, place the arrow
in front of “COMMUNICATION” and press “SET”. This will bring
up the sub-menu appears in Figure 8.:
RX BAUD RATE
TX BAUD RATE
PARITY
DATA BITS
HANDSHAKE
AUTO LINE FEED
EXIT

Tap
DB 25 (F)

DB9(M)

1

5

2

2

AUTO
2400
NONE
8
OFF
ON

Figure 8: Communication Main Menu

RX Baud Rate
Choices: AUTO, 150, 300, 600, 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600, 14.4K, 19.2K,
28.8K

Emulator
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DB 25

DB9(M)

1

5

2

3

3

3

To set the Baud Rate for your particular device, place the arrow
in front of “RX Baud Rate” and press and release “SET”. The arrow
will start flashing. You can now use the “UP” or “DOWN” buttons to
make your selection. When your selection appears, press “SET again.
The arrow stops flashing and you can proceed to the next menu item
for programming.
23
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TX Baud Rate
Choices: AUTO, 150, 300, 600, 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600, 14.4K, 19.2K,
28.8K
This is a new feature that allows you to set the transmit baud rate to a
separate device if you are looping the data back out of the VSI-Pro.

Micros, Local VSS
Cable: Consult factory

Micros IDN Network
Cable: Micro IDN cable

To set the TX Baud Rate for your particular device, place the
arrow in front of “TX BAUD RATE” and press and release “SET”.
The arrow will start flashing. You can now use the “UP” or “DOWN”
buttons to make your selection. When your selection appears, press
“SET”; the arrow stops flashing and you can proceed to the next
menu item for programming.
Parity
Choices: NONE, ODD, EVEN
Place the arrow in front of “PARITY” and press and release
“SET”. The arrow will start flashing. You can now use the “UP” and
“DOWN” arrows to make your selection. When your selection appears, press “SET”; the arrow stops flashing and you can proceed to
the next menu item for programming.
Data Bits
Choices: 7 or 8
If you select 7 Data Bits, you must select “ODD” or “EVEN”
Parity in the Parity menu. Place the arrow in front of “DATA BITS”
and press and release “SET”. The arrow will start flashing. You can
now use the “UP” & “DOWN” arrows to make your selection. When
your selection appears, press “SET”; the arrow stops flashing and
you can proceed to the next menu item for programming.
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RJ 11

DB 9(M)

4

7

3

8

2

3

1

2

Micros ISN Network
Cable: Micro ISN Cable

RJ 11

DB9(M)

2

3

4

2
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Hand Shake
Micrelec

Choices ON, OFF

Note: consult Factory

Handshaking is an electrical signal that tells the Cash Register
or Computer that the VSI-Pro is ready to receive data. It may not be
necessary and/or may be connected to an outgoing signal from the
Cash Register or Computer since the VSI-Pro does not require Handshaking. In the VSI-Pro Handshaking signal is always present.
Handshaking guarantees that the internal buffer is not over run
or text is not lost. Most AVE interfaces do not support this function.

MicroPos
Cable: Triport Micropos

(1)

(2)

(3)

1. RJ -45
2. Dual RJ-45 Jack
3. RJ-45 to DB-9 converter
RJ 45

DB 9

1

4

2

3

3

8

4

2

5

7

Auto Linefeed
Choices: ON, OFF
Auto Linefeed makes the VSI-Pro send out CR/ LF after each
line. The default of this function is “ON”, but if you would like to
disable it then place the arrow in front of “AUTO LINEFEED” and
press and release “SET”. The arrow will start flashing . You can now
use the “UP” & “DOWN” arrows to make your selection. When
your selection appears, press “SET”; the arrow stops flashing and
you can proceed to the next menu item for programming.
Exit
Place the arrow in front of “EXIT” and press and release
“SET” to return to Main menu.

MicroMax
Cable: Micromax Triport
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DB 25 (F)

DB9(M)

3

2

7

5
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4.3.5 EXCEPTION REPORTS
Gilbarco TCR 15
Exception Report Overview
The Exception Report gives you the option to assign an on-screen
flag, trigger an alarming device, or send data to another serial device
on any questionable transaction that you have preprogrammed into
the VSI-Pro. The VSI-Pro will allow programming of up to 24 separate exceptions. These exceptions can be VOIDS, REFUNDS, COUPONS, PAID OUT, RETURNS, Individual Departments, Specific
Items, or any transaction that you determine (by programming -in) to
be “exceptional” or questionable.
You may even set ranges for some exceptions; for example: All
transaction over $100; between $8.00 to $25.00; or lower than .10
and greater than $25.00, all transactions by a specific cashier, or
whatever transactions you need to watch “exceptionally” close.
On Screen Flags
You have several options for programming your Exception Report. The first option typically has all programmed exceptions display a flashing asterisk in the upper right corner of the on-screen
display, or Reversing the entire Text Display. This ON-SCREEN
FLAG is controlled through the “ALARM OUTPUTS” menu. You
assign a corresponding Alarm to an Exception and set the parameters
for the FLAG in this menu. You do this by choosing “DISPLAY” for
the corresponding Exception No. and selecting “ON”. With this option, all questionable transactions (exceptions) will be “flagged” with
the flashing asterisk. You can then review these exceptions by putting your VCR in play and pressing the FF button. This will give you
a fast scan of the tape and you can go into normal play when you see
the flashing asterisk and view that transaction in real time or slow
play or frame by frame, depending on the type of playback options
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Cable : Gilbarco Triport

IBM 3151 Terminal

DB 25

DB9(M)

2

2

7

5

Cable: Micromax triport

DB 25

DB9(M)

3

2

5

7

MEM 5
Cable: Gilbarco Triport

DB 25 (F)

DB9(M)

2

2

7

5
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DB 25 (F)

DB9(M)

2

2

7

5

Pc G- Site Customer Display Unit
Cable:

(1)

(2)

(3)

1. RJ -45
2. Dual RJ-45 Jack
3. RJ-45 to DB-9 converter
RJ 45

DB9(M)

2

2

4

5

Gilbarco TCR -G/ G2
Cable: G 2 cable

DB 37 (M)
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of your particular VCR.
Hard Alarm Output
The VSI-Pro allows you to program exceptions to trigger external alarming devices such as Time-Lapse VCR’s, Quads, Enunciators, LED’s etc. Using the Alarm Output you can have your timelapse VCR record only exceptions, or have an alarming Quad go to
full screen on an exception, or even trigger a buzzer to alert you that
an exception has occurred.
PRINTER OUTPUT
There may be situations where you do not want cashiers or other
employees to know what triggers an exception. In this case, the VSIPro provides a separate output that will send data to a remotely located serial printer. If you turn the on-screen display off and the
output “ON” and you have a remote serial printer hooked up to the
VSI-Pro, then, whenever an exception is reported, it is sent out to the
serial printer only. The printer will give you a hard copy printout of
the questionable transaction with the time and date. With this hard
copy printout of the exception report, you can then review the tape
by going directly to that exception’s time.
The serial printer output of the VSI-Pro can be programmed to
send out the entire transction. The output can be connected to the
other equipment such as computers, phone line transmissions or digital
storage devices for later retrieval

DB 9(M)

DB 37 (M)

DB9(M)

4

3

6

4
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Programming Your Exception Report
From the main programming menu, place the arrow in front of
“EXCEPTION REPORT” and press and release “SET”. This will
take you to the Exception Reports' menu, which is shown in figure 9.
EXCEPTION HISTORY
SET EXCEPTION
OUTPUT
ON
TIME STAMP OFF
EXIT

TRIPORT AND ADAPTER CABLE

Edacom 90
Note: Consult Factory

Ecla
Note: Consult Factory

Fujitsu 9920
Note : Consult Factory

Gasboy
Cable : Cable Gas boy

Figure 9: Exception Report Sub Menu

Exception History
Selecting this item displays the following submenu as appeared
in figure 10.

DB 9 (MALE)

TOTAL EXCEPTION 000
VIEW EXCEPTION
OUTPUT EXCEPTIONS
CLEAR HISTORY
EXIT

RJ 45 (FEMALE)

DB 9 (M)

RJ 11

4

3

6

4

RJ 45 (MALE)

Gilbarco PC G-site
Figure 10: Exception History Submenu

Cable: Gilbarco Triport

Total Exception will tell you that how many exception stored in
the buffer. Total Exception would be between 000 to999.
Select 'VIEW EXCEPTIONS' to display buffered exceptions
DB 25

28

DB 9 (m)
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on the screen, starting with the oldest exception in the buffer. Once
in the exception displaying screen, pressing DOWN or UP keys scrolls
to next screen. Press the SET button to return to main menu.
Select OUTPUT EXCEPTIONS to have the buffered exceptions
sent out for printing.

Generic
Cable: Consult Factory

Addressable VSI
Note: Consult Factory

Select CLEAR HISTORY to clear all the buffered exceptions
and reset the TOTAL EXCEPTIONS Counter.

PC COM 1,2,3,4
Note: Consult Factory

Selecting ''EXIT' brings you back to the Exception Report main
menu.

Delta Sono
Note: Consult Factory

Set Exception
On this main menu: Select 'SET EXCEPTIONS' to bring you
to the SET EXCEPTION setup menu appeared in Figure 11.

Dresser Wayne
Cable: Dresser Wayne

DB-9M

EXCEPTION NO.
1
DISPLAY
ON
OUTPUT
ON
EXCEPTION STRING
NO SALE
RANGE
0000.00 <-> 0000.00
OPERATOR
NONE
EXIT

DB-9M
DB-9F

Figure 11: Set Exception Sub menu

Exception No.
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DB 9

DB9(M)

3

2

5

5

Choices: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20,
21, 22, 23, and 24.

To select the Exception No. that you wish to program, place the
arrow in front of “EXCEPTION NO.” and press and release “SET”.
The arrow will start flashing . Use the “UP” & “DOWN” buttons to
29
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sequence through the choices. Make your selection and press and
release “SET”. The arrow will stop flashing and you may continue
to the next menu item.
Display
Choices: ON or OFF
The “DISPLAY” item lets you control whether or not this particular exception is displayed on the video monitor. Please understand that you are not using a remote serial printer and if you do
not turn on the Exceptions display here, you will not have the onscreen flag and consequently no record of the exception when it
occurs.
To make your selection, place the arrow in front of “DISPLAY”
and press and release “SET”. The arrow will start flashing. Use the
“UP” or “DOWN” buttons to toggle between “ON” or “OFF”. Make
your selection and press and release “SET”; the arrow will stop
flashing and you may continue to the next menu item.

APPENDIX B
Triports and Adaptors cable

Application Note: If the display of the Exception is turned off here, the exception
data will actually be erased from the screen. This feature can be used to generate
what we refer to as “negative exceptions,” allowing the removal of unwanted text
from the screen. See “Negative Exceptions” on Pg. 32 of this manual.
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PROBLEM SOLVING GUIDE
My customer is changing registers; will the VSI they have work on the
new register?
This is a tricky one. We interface to over 400 different registers and as a
result, there are several versions of software needed to work with all these
different systems. The probability the VSI will work with a new system is
relatively high, specially if it’s Version 11 based. The chances any additional boards or boxes will work is lower, unless your customer is staying
with the same manufacturer and within the same register series.
Call AVE’s Product Support Specialists for additional help along these lines.
If I install your interface board into a new register, will it void my
customer’s warranty?
If you are connecting to an external RS 232 port of the Register, generally
it does not void the warranty. But if you want to add the interface board in
your new cash registrer, we will highly recommend you to see call the
Manufacture of you cash register.
I installed a VSI-Pro and the On-screen Text jumps or jitters.
Our VSI-Pro text inserter requires the input video signal to be 1V P-P +/20%, terminated @ 75ohms. If this voltage varies either too high or too
low, then the VSI has trouble syncing the text to the video.
There are a couple of things you can try to help settle the text down. Change
the gray scale level of the text block from the whitest level to one of the
slightly lower gray levels. Changing the size of the text block may help.
Sometimes moving the text block away from the edge of the screen may
help settle the text down too.
If these don’t seem to have an effect then try using a distribution amp like
AVE’s VDA-601 to properly adjust the video level.
If the camera you’re using has an auto iris lens, try adjusting the iris to
average and then reduce or increase the level.

PROGRAMMING
Output
The “OUTPUT” controls the RS-232 data from the VSI-Pro.
Typically this is sent to a remote Serial Printer to provide a hard copy
of Exceptions with time and date on it. This data can also be sent out
to a computer with appropriate software and give you the ability to
analyze data. You could also use an auto answer modem and have
the data to sent to a central office or even to your home. The serial
devices must have the same Baud Rate, Parity, and Data Bits as the
VSI-Pro for optimum performance of data transfer.
To make your selection, place the arrow in front of “OUTPUT”
and press and release “SET”. Use the “UP” and “DOWN” buttons to
toggle between “ON” or “OFF”. Display your selection and press
and release “SET”. The arrow will stop flashing and you may continue to the next menu item.
PROGRAMMING NOTE: The following sections defines the Exceptions Strings,
the operator and the Range. The Exception Strings is programmed first, then Range
is defined and finally the Operator is selected. The VSI-Pro looks at the Exceptions
Strings first, and if there is data that matches, it then check to see if a range has
been defined.

Exception String
The VSI-Pro compares the data that is printed to video to the
data entered in the Exception String. The Exception String can also
be used without a define range. Example of this would be to assign a
word “ VOID” as an exception. VSI-Pro will look for that string so
range definition is not necessary. However, exception string “ Void”
could be further defined by assigning a Range, i.e., all “VOID” over
$20.
You can also define a “Global” exception to flag all negative
transactions. An example of this using the Samsung ER-4715 would
be the following exception to flag any transaction that contains a “-”
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or negative sign. For example in Samaung ER-4715 register an assign Exception string “..-” will flag all Void, Refund, Merchandise
Return and Paid out to the monitor.
You can also use wild card symbol “.” a centered dot on any
data location. Example of this would be instead of assigning eight
different exception string for dept 00 to dept07 you can assign only
one exception string e.g. “dept . .”. That wild card exception string
will handle exception for all eight departments.
To program the “EXCEPTION STRING” place the arrow in
front of it and press and release “SET”. The first 20 character exception will become active after flashing. Program in your exception
string
Note: Remember to enter your Exception String based on the way that data prints
to video, including spaces. Also remember “SET” advance to the next position.
Pressing “DOWN” and “UP” at the same time enters the string into memory and
returns to the sub menu for further programing.
TIP: If you make a mistake and need to erase a character, pressing the “UP” and
“SET” same time will change the character back to black.

Negative Exception
You can remove unwanted text from the screen using VSI-Pro.
The VSI-Pro displays data in the text block 9 lines by 20 characters
wide for total of 180 characters. To remove unwanted messages from
the register data you first determine how the unwanted messages prints
to the video. For example, a typical message which scrolls on the
customer display or appears on the video monitor:
WELCOME TO XYZ SUPERS STORE

PROBLEM SOLVING GUIDE
Characters Jitter, Jump or Skew
Note: The VSI requires 1V p-p +/- 20 percent, terminated @ 75
ohms.
1. Darken the gray scale of the characters.
2. Video Input level less than 1VP-P - use an amplifier to get the proper
level.
3. Poor input sync signals - too many AC coupled amplifiers in the
video input signal.
4. Noisy or poor quality video source- Replace with better source.
5. Check for double termination.
6. Video level too high; VSI-Pro will clip video.
7. Text is too close to the edge of the screen. Try repositioning the text.
8. Too much light in the video picture may cause character distortion.
Reposition the camera or reduce the amount of light to which the
camera view is exposed.

Funny characters or garbage on screen.
1. Power disconnected for too long and memory is lost.
2. Lightning strike , power line noise or power surge.
3. CR boards- make sure data cable is plugged in correctly.
4. Ground and Data wires are reversed. Verify correct DB-9 cable
wiring.

How to do a Master Reset on VSI-Pro.
1. Press and hold in simultaneously the DOWN, UP and SET buttons.
2. While holding those three buttons in, press and release the RESET button
and then release the other three.
3. This will display copyright notice.
4. VSI-Pro restore all the factory default settings.

The removing of above string is referred as the Negative Exception. Follow the steps to program Negative Exceptions. Turns
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PROBLEM SOLVING GUIDE
No data on screen.
1. Press the reset button on the VSI-Pro front panel.
2. Incorrect register selected in the Register Select Menu.
3. Data cable is miswired.
4. Data cable is too long or did not use shielded cable.
5. May be connected to the wrong port.
Problems With CR boards
1. Check that the board is seated properly in the register.
2. Check jumper settings on the CR board if applicable.
3. On CR-700, 800 and 900 series boards, make sure the 2 pin data cable
is plugged in correctly.
4. On CR-220 series board, make sure the 2 pin data cable is plugged in
correctly.
Problems With N2RS, NCR2RS, DTS2RS,B2RS ETC..
1. Check the cable to the register.
2. If VSI was working and stopped, power cycle thesystem. Turn off the
register, unplug the power to the N2RS, unplug the power to the VSI.
Now power up the system, plug in the VSI & the N2RS Turn on the
register and do a transaction. The data should reappear.
3. Check the cable between the VSI and the N2RS.
No video on monitor.
1. VSI transformer not plugged in, or is malfunctioning.
2. Video In/Out connectors reversed, or BNC connector is not correctly
wired.
3. No video input signal.
4. Bad video cable or connector.
5. Camera Iris is closed.
6. Other video device in system is off or malfunctioning.
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the display off for that exception. In the Exception Strings enter the
words “ WELCOME TO XYZ SUPER ”. Exactly as they appears on
the screen, including spaces. ( Note: Only 20 characters are allowed in each exception string, including blank spaces ).
OPERATOR
The “OPERATOR” determines the behavior of the “RANGE”.
Think of the OPERATOR in mathematical terms. Setting the correct
range and specifying IN or OUT will make the OPERATOR perform
Greater Than, Less Than, Equal To, IN the Range, or OUT of the
RANGE calculations.
With this version of the VSI-Pro, you can define ranges for your
Exceptions and have the VSI-Pro alarm when an Exception falls within
the range’s parameters or outside the range of the two numbers. The
choices are: IN, OUT, and NONE.
To Program the operator , place the arrow in front of “OPERATOR” and press and release “SET” button. The arrow will start flashing. Use the “UP” and “DOWN” buttons to make your selection.
When your selection is displayed, press and release the “SET” button. The arrow will stop flashing and you may continue to the next
menu item.
RANGE
The range defines the limits of the operator. These are numeric
only. As you can see from the previous examples, the range has two
separate fields that are separated by a double-sided arrow. This format must be followed.
To program Range place the arrow in front of “RANGE” and
press and release the “SET” button, the first “0” in the“ Range” starts
to flash. This means it is active and ready for programming. To
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change the value of this character, use the “UP” or “DOWN” buttons
to move between 0-9. To move to the next block, press and release
the “SET” button. This will advance the active block to the next
block immediately to the left . This is how you move through the
“RANGE” field.
While you are on an active block, pressing the “UP” and “SET”
buttons simultaneously will return that block back to a blank, which
is designated by a solid white box. You can follow this format to
program your “RANGE”. When you have finished and wish to set
this range into the VSI-Pro memory, simultaneously press and release the “UP” and “DOWN” buttons.
When you are ready to exit and continue on, simultaneously
press and release the “UP” and “DOWN” buttons; this will set the
range in the VSI-Pro memory and exit you back to the Exception
Report Sub-Menu.

APPENDIX A
Problem Solving Guide

OUTPUT
This is global output to send data to the serial printer. When
“ON” is selected all the data will be send to the serial printer regardless of what setting of out put has selected in the individual output in
set exception menu. When “ OFF” is selected only those exception
will send to the serial printer whose out put is “ON” under set exceptions menu for individual exceptions.
To turn output “ON” or “OFF” place the arrow cursor in front of
out put and press and release “SET” button. After selecting a choice
again press and release “SET” button , arrow will stop blinking and
ready for your next command.
Time Stamp
If Time Stamp is selected “ON” then printer will print the ex34
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The data transfer will start and you will have a screen count down of
the status that reads:

ception with time stamp flag, otherwise just print the Exception.
To turn Time Stamp “ON” or “OFF” place the arrow cursor in
front of Time Stamp and press and release “SET” button. After selecting a choice again press and release “SET” button , arrow will
stop blinking and ready for your next command.

Programmed VSI
UPLOADING ...1

Unprogrammed VSI
DOWNLOADING ...1

The count will end at 99. When this prompt clears the screen,
the data transfer is complete. Press Reset to exit this menu on both
VSI-Pro’s.

Exit

Now go to the main programming menu of the previously unprogrammed VSI-Pro on the right side of the screen. Enter the EXCEPTIONS menu. You should see your exceptions and other programmed data just as they were on the original programmed VSIPro.

Examples for Setting Exception

NOTE: For locations or companies with a large number of interfaces, we strongly
advise that you keep one programmed VSI-Pro as a master and a backup to insure
your system integrity. This will also aid in reprogramming any changes and protect
against any catastrophic events.

UPLOADING/DOWNLOADING VIA A PC

You can use a Laptop PC and AVE’s IC or equivalent communications program to store data from a VSI-Pro to a file. This file can
then be uploaded to other VSI-Pro units with the same software revision level. Use 4800 baud for the PC’s baudrate.
4.3.9 HELP
HELP in the Main Menu provides a quick reference guide of
the function of the UP and DOWN and SET button.
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Place the cursor in front of Exit and press and release set button
to exit out of Exceptions Report sub menu.

EQUAL
Suppose Exception #2 would be flag all $10 sales on Register Department
1. This would be the settings for this Exception:
(For these examples, we are using the Samsung ER-4715 Electronic Cash
Register):
Exception No. 2
Display
ON
Output
ON or OFF (depending on presence of serial printer)
Exception String 1 . . .
Range
0010.00<->0010.00
Operator
IN
Out Range
Suppose Exception #3 would “FLAG” every transaction on Department 2
that is under 10 cents and over $100 dollars. This would be the settings for
this Exception:
Exception No. 3
Display
ON
Output
ON or OFF (Depending on presence of serial printer).
Exception String 2 . . .
Range
0000.10 <-> 0099.99
Operator
OUT
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In Range
Suppose Exception #5 would flag all transactions between $50.00 &
$100.00 on Department 3:
Exception No. 3
Display
ON
Output
ON or OFF (Depending on presence of serial printer).
Exception String
3 ...
Range
0049.99<->0099.99
Operator
IN

Lets bring up the PROGRAMMED VSI-Pro first. To do this,
simultaneously press and hold “UP” and “DOWN” and press and
release “RESET” , then release “UP” and “DOWN”. This will bring
up the main menu and it should be on the left half of the screen. Now
go to the other VSI-Pro and do the same thing. You should now have
both programming menus side by side.

With this exception all sales between $50 and $100 dollars will be flagged.

To proceed with the DOWNLOAD/UPLOAD, we will configure the UNPROGRAMMED VSI-Pro first. To do this, place the arrow in front of “DWN/UP LOAD SETUP” on the main menu on the
right side of the screen. Press and release “SET”. This will take you
to the sub-menu appeared in figure 17.

GREATER THAN
This example will show you how to program an exception to flag all sales
in department 5 greater than $100 dollars
Exception No. 2
Display
ON
Output
ON or OFF
Exception String
5...
Range
0000.01<-> 0099.99
Operator
OUT
Now whenever anyone rings a sale of $100 or more on Department 5, the
transaction will be flagged.
Less Than
This example will show you how to program an exception to flag all sales
in Department 6 of less than $100. 00:
Exception No. 4
Display
ON
Output
ON or OFF
Exception String
6
Range
0000.01<->0099.00
Operator
IN
36

NOTE: Depending on the size of the monitor you are using, these two menus may
overlap, but should not be a problem.

:
DOWNLOAD SETUP
UPLOAD SETUP
EXIT

BNC to BNC Cable

Figure 17: Down/Up Load Sub Menu

The arrow should be pointing to “DOWNLOAD SETUP”. Press
and release “SET”. You will see the prompt “DOWNLOADING ...”.
This VSI-Pro is now waiting to receive data from the PROGRAMMED VSI-Pro. Now go to the menu of the PROGRAMMED
VSI-Pro and follow the instructions above to get to the “DOWN/UP
LOAD SETUP”. Press and release the “SET” button to go to the
sub-menu. Now place the arrow in front of “UPLOAD SETUP”. We
are now ready to perform the data transfer. Press and release “SET”.
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CAMERA IN

4.3.6 ALARM OUTPUTS
To access alarm output, place the arrow in front of “ALARM
OUTPUTS” and press and release “SET”. You will be presented
with the following sub-menu shown in figure 12.

ALARM NO.
ALARM TRIG
NORMAL STATE
ALM DURATION
FLAG TYPE
FLAG DURATION
RTS TRIGGERED TEXT
EXIT

VIDEO OUT TO MONITOR

Figure 16: Down Load Set Up Between VSI-Pro and VSI-Pro

and “DOWN” buttons, you can move the display side to side on the
screen. Move the text block as far to the left as you can and press
“RESET” to exit.
Now let’s move the display to the top of the screen. Hold down
the “SET” button and press and release “RESET”, then release “SET”.
Now the “UP” and “DOWN” buttons will move the display up and
down on the screen. Move the display to the top of the screen. When
you have it in the correct position, press “RESET” to exit.
Go to the other VSI-Pro and this time follow the same instructions except we want this display on the right side of the screen.
After you have both displays positioned properly, we need to bring
up both programming menus.
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Figure 12: Sub menu for Alarm Output

The ALARM OUTPUTS menu controls not only the formatting of the external alarms, but also the formatting of the on-screen
flags assigned to individual exceptions.
ALARM NO
The VSI-Pro allows you 2 and VSI-Pro 16aloows you up to 16
alarm outputs that may be used with any of the user programmed
exceptions. To select the Alarm Number that you want to program,
place the arrow in front of “ALARM NO.” and press and release
“SET”. The arrow will start flashing . By using the “UP” & “DOWN”
buttons, toggle through and make your selection. When you have
made your selection, press and release “SET”; the arrow will become solid and you may continue programming your VSI-Pro.
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ALARM TRIG
An ALARM TRIGGER is the source of activity programmed to activate a
certain alarm. The Alarm Trigger tells the VSI-Pro what exception to use
to trigger the alarming device or the on-screen flag.
The choices are: Exceptions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15,
16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, & 24: (alarms when data is received that
matches what you have set in these exception strings).
Exceptions 1-12: alarms when data is received that matches any data set
in Exception 1-12.
Exceptions 13-24: alarms when data is received that matches any data set
in Exception 13-24.
Exceptions 1-24: alarms when data is received that matches any data set
in Exception.
RTS: External alarm input. The VSI-Pro has 1 alarm input, if you are not
using the handshaking function. A contact closure to ground on pin 7 (pin
5 is ground) will trigger this alarm. Coupled with the RTS Triggered text,
you can now display a 20 character message from an external alarm input.
RTS Application Note: The RTS alarm input can be connected to a timer on the
drawer of a cash register to alarm and send the message "DRAWER OPEN" to
the screen if the drawer is open too long.

To select the Alarm Trigger that you want to program, place the
arrow in front of “ALM TRG” and press and release “SET”. The
arrow will start flashing . By using the “UP” & “DOWN” buttons,
toggle through and make your selection. When you have made your
selection, press and release “SET”. The arrow will become solid and
you may continue programming your VSI-Pro.
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3 --------------2
2 --------------3
5--------------5
Figure 15: download data cable

UP LOADS would be to have a system set up with two separate cameras and monitors and the programmed VSI-Pro with the down load
data cable attached. The VSI-Pro programming data is stored internally on an EEPROM. This would allow you to program one VSIPro on site and bring the programmed VSI-Pro back to the shop or
office and program additional VSI-Pros quickly. We realize this may
not always be possible to do, and that there may be a need for field
programming. The only problem with field Down/Up loading is the
need to access the programming menu of each VSI-Pro. The use of a
portable monitor and diagram in figure 16 will let you perform the
Down/Upload in the field. For this, you will need a short BNC to
BNC cable approximately a foot long, the data cable and a monitor
that can be used next to the VSI-Pro.
The programmed VSI-Pro will UPLOAD data to the unprogrammed VSI-Pro. In the configuration on the figure 16, you can get
the programming menus from both VSI-Pros on the screen at the
same time. Let’s use the front panel shortcut to position the text
block from the PROGRAMMED VSI-Pro on the left side of the
screen. To do this, press and hold down the “UP” button, then press
and release “RESET” and release “UP”. Now, by using the “UP”
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from a real register. You can use this demo data to configure exceptions and alarms to be fully functional for a complete customer demonstration.
To access this demonstration, place the arrow in front of REGISTER DEMO and press and release “SET”. The demo will start
after a few seconds. To exit this demo, press and release “RESET”.

NORMAL STATE
There are two choices: NO (normally open) or NC (normal
closed). These selections determine whether the alarm outputs will
act as a normally open switch or a normally closed switch.

Version ID
When selected display the version of software in use by the VSI-Pro.
LOGO
This demo displays the AVE logo cycling through several sizes.
To access this demonstration, place the arrow in front of LOGO and
press and release “SET”. The demo will start after a few seconds.
EXIT
Selecting EXIT returns you to the main menu for further
programming.
4.3.8 DOWN/UP LOAD SETUP
This feature lets you UPLOAD or DOWNLOAD data between
VSI-Pro’s or VSI-Pro and a PC. This is especially helpful on multiinterface installations. You can program one VSI-Pro, then download the data to another VSI-Pro with the DOWN/UPLOAD feature,
using a download data cable shown in Figure 15.
VSI-Pro To VSI-Pro Data Transfer
To insure that the data upload or download is accomplished,
you need to access the programming menu, so each VSI-Pro needs a
video input and a monitor. The optimum way to perform DOWN/
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To select the Normal State that you want to program, place the
arrow in front of “NORMAL STATE” and press and release “SET”.
The arrow will start flashing . By using the “DOWN” & “UP” buttons, toggle through and make your selection. When you have made
your selection, press and release “SET”; the arrow will become solid
and you may continue programming your VSI-Pro.

ALARM DURATION
This is the amount of time in seconds that the alarm will remain
activated once it is triggered. The selections for alarm duration are:
PULSE, 6, 12, 20, 30, 60, 120, 180, and 300 seconds. (PULSE sends
a 200mS alarm pulse to the alarm device.)
To select the amount of time in seconds that you want to program the alarm duration, place the arrow in front of “ALM DURATION” and press and release “SET”. The arrow will start flashing .
By using the “DOWN” & “UP” buttons, toggle through and make
your selection. When you have made your selection, press and release “SET”; the arrow will become solid and you may continue programming your VSI-Pro.
FLAG TYPE
This feature allows you to insert a visual alarm flag on each
exception that you program to aid in the review of the video tape.
This flag can appear as an asterisk “*” , a flashing asterisk, reverse
text, or flashing reverse text.
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To make your selection place the arrow in front of “ FLAG
TYPE” and press and release “SET”. The arrow will start flashing .
By using the “DOWN” or “UP” buttons, toggle between the choices
and make your selection. When you have made your selection, press
and release “SET”; the arrow will become solid and you may continue programming your VSI-Pro

non RS 232 format data.

FLAG DURATION
This is the amount of time in seconds that the on-screen FLAG,
either the Asterisk or the Reverse mode, will remain activated once it
is triggered.
NOTE: Flag duration is independent of the Alarm Duration. Flag Duration is
the amount of time the On-Screen flag will remain on after activation, while,
ALARM DURATION is the amount of time that the HARD WIRE Alarm ourputs
remain activated after it is triggered.

The selections for “FLAG DURATION” are:
6, 12, 30, 60, 120, 180, and 300 seconds.

To select the amount of time in seconds that you want to program for the flag duration, place the arrow in front of “FLAG DURATION” and press and release “SET”. The arrow will start flashing. By using the “DOWN” & “UP” buttons, toggle through and
make your selection. After you have made your selection, press and
release “SET”; the arrow will become solid and you may continue
programming your VSI-Pro.
TRIGGERED TEXT
A Triggered Text is a data string that associates with one of
the 16 alarms or with external RTS alarm. When the alarm is triggered by a source, the associated string is sent out and/or displayed,
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Capture to memory
This feature allow you to store the data in the internal memory
of VSI-Pro. You can store up to 28 kilobytes of data in the internal
memory of VSI-Pro. Power up the VSI-Pro 24 hour prior to down
load data. That will keep data in VSI-Pro’s internal memory for an
extended period of time . To start downloading place the arrow infront of Capture to the memory and than press and release the “SET”
button.
Note 1: VSI-Pro can only hold up to 28 kilo bytes of data to make sure that you
only transfer the data which is in correct format.
Note 2: Any Programming or data transfer of any kind can over write the stored
data in memory.

Dump mem
You can upload any saved information from the VSI-Pro
memory to any PC or some specific communication devices using
appropriate up load cable. To upload the information in PC you
must have any communication software which can transfer the binary data. To up load the memory place the arrow in front of “Dump
mem” and press and release the “SET” button. VSI-Pro will start
uploading the data.
Register Demo
This demonstration simulates transaction data from a register.
This is used to demonstrate the VSI-Pro’s capabilities with just a
monitor and camera without having a register hooked up. When the
demo mode is active the VSI-Pro thinks the data is actually coming
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RX/ TX TEST
In the RX/ TX test VSI-Pro echo whatever it receives. To proceed with test, place the arrow in front of “RX/TX TEST” and press
and release SET.
Baud Rate Scan
Baud Rate scan test can scan the baud rate of your register. To
proceed with the test, place the arrow in front of baud rate scan and
press and release “SET” button. Enter a transaction from the register, VSI-Pro will detect the baud rate and display it in front of RX
Baud rate.
EXIT
Place arrow in front of EXIT to return to Test / Demo mode sub
menu.
Data Capture
This feature allow user to store the data to either internal memory
of VSI-Pro or some external data storing device. To access DATA
CAPTURE sub menu place the arrow in-front of “ Data Capture”
and press and release the “SET” button. Figure 15 showing the Data
capture sub menu.
CAPTURE TO PORT 1
CAPTURE TO MEM
DUMP MEM
EXIT

Figure 15: Sub menu of Data Capture

Capture to Port 1
This feature redirect the incoming data to VSI-Pro to its output
(pin 3 of AT type RS 232 female connector ) where that data can be
stored to data storing devices (e.g. PC). This feature is useful to store
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if enabled respectively. Each Triggered Text can contain up to 40
printable ASCII data. If non-printable data (control code) is included,
each control code occupies 3 printable spaces. Therefore, only 13
control codes maximum can be programmed in one Triggered Text.
To program the TRIGGERED TEXT, go to the ALARM OUTPUTS sub-menu. Select desired ALARM NO or RTS for external
alarm. Then go to the TRIGGERED TEXT sub-menu this is same as
what appeared in figure 13.
DISPLAY TEXT
OFF
OUTPUT TEXT
OFF
SET TRIGGERED TEXT
EXIT

Figure 13: Triggered text sub menu

Display Text
Place the arrow in front of “Display Text” and press and release
the “SET” button. Arrow cursor will start blinking. Now select either “ON” or “OFF” by pressing “UP” or “DOWN” button. Selecting “OFF” will not display any exception text on the video out put.
Out Put Text
Place the arrow in front of “Out Put Text” and press and release
the “SET” button. Arrow cursor will start blinking. Now select either “ON” or “OFF” by pressing “UP” or “DOWN” button. Selecting “OFF” will not send any exception text to the serial printer.
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Set Triggered Text
Place the arrow in front of Set Triggered Text and press and
release “SET” button. You can enter 2 lines with 20 alpha numeric
text on each line. Press “UP” and “DOWN” at the same time to exit
out of Set triggered text .
You can also enter non-printable data (control code) instead of
triggered text. Each control code occupies 3 characters, therefore
you can enter 13 control code ina line. To enter control code first
print uparrow ^ followed by 2 hex digit. For example hex code 01
has to be entered like ^ 01.

under Port 1 test sub menu. To access port 1 test sub menu, place the
arrow in front of “PORT 1 TEST” and press and release “SET”. This
will take you to the following PORT 1 TEST sub-menu as shown in
figure 14.

RECEIVE (RX) TEST
TRANSMIT (TX) TEST
RX/TX TEST
BAUD RATE SCAN
EXIT

Figure 14: Port test 1 sub menu

Exit
Selecting “Exit” will return to VSI-Pro main menu.
4.3.7 TEST/DEMO MODE
The TEST /DEMO MODE provides you with several ways to
test the VSI-Pro and demonstrate its capabilities as a cash register
interface. To access this section, place the arrow in front of TEST
DEMO MODE and press and release the SET button . You will be
presented with the sub-menu appeared in Figure 13:
PORT 1 TEST
DATA CAPTURE
REGISTER DEMO
VERSION ID
LOGO
EXIT

RECEIVE (RX) TEST
The purpose of this test is to determine that if VSI-Pro receiving
the data or not. To test that move the cursor in front of “RECEIVE
(RX) TEST” Receiving data will be appear in three sperate lines,
scrolling from right to left. First line is the actual ASCII data coming
from the register while last two lines are HEX conversion of ASCII
data. If you don not receive any data, check all the connection between VSI-Pro and Register or any additional interfacing device.
TRANSMIT (TX) TEST
The purpose of this test is to determine that if the VSI-Pro able
to transmit data or not. To test place arrow in front of “TRANSMIT
(TX) TEST” and press and release if “SET” button. If VSI transmitting data you will see some predefined ASCII character on the screen.
If you don’t see any characters on the screen than check the connection and try again.

Figure 14: Test / Demo mode sub-menu
PORT 1 TEST
Sending and Receiving data performance can be analyze
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Notes: In any of the above test you can stop the scrolling data by holding down
either “up” or “down” button.
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